AppleShark Announces The Fastest Payment Guaranteed for
Used And New Apple Devices
AppleShark offers the fastest payment upon delivery service, buying all Apple
products and will even offer money for broken Apple items.
San Francisco, CA February 12, 2014 (FPRC) -- Apple products are considered to be the market
leaders in intuitive design, but for all their impressive work in creating intuitive operating systems,
their hardware, though it feels premium in the hand, is not known for its robustness. Often Apple
products break, and even more often they are replaced by newer, more powerful versions. This
leaves people in a quandary as to what to do with their old iPhones and iPads which were so
expensive to invest in and are now all but valueless. AppleShark provides the solution.
AppleShark will buy new, used and even broken Apple products of all kinds, and will provide a quote
on every item people offer them, no matter the condition. If the owner agrees to the price, they can
post their iPhone to them and upon receipt, AppleShark will wire the money directly to their bank
account.
Everyone who sends a phone receives a free USPS label that can be attached to the package so
that there are no outgoings for the customer, and a deal can be struck no matter the condition of the
item. It is ideal for anyone looking to sell Apple products. Their fast sale pledge means that on
average a sale takes on average one minute to complete, making AppleShark the fastest solution
available.
A spokesperson for AppleShark.com explained, “Here at AppleShark we provide a solution for all
the neophiles who have to have the latest version of Apple technology but don’t wish to throw away
the investment they made in the preceding products. Items in mint condition will obviously get a
better price than broken phones, but all have a real value and we offer the best prices to help people
recoup as much of that value as possible. In this way upgrading to the newest phone needn’t be as
punishingly expensive, as the money we give for the old one serves as a form of part exchange.”
About AppleShark: AppleShark buy damaged, used, and new Apple devices. They use an
automated shipping and payment process to make things quick and easy for their customers. Better
yet, they offer up to 50% more cash than other comparable sites - all because of the sheer volume
of Apple products that they specialize in procuring. They provide instant quotes and have a great
team of researchers on hand to deal with any problem. For more information please visit:
http://appleshark.com/
Contact Information
For more information contact Joe Bragg of Brandoutreach (http://appleshark.com/)
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